In this paper, a power-sharing principle is proposed, base on the generation of the directed path. The principle is used to calculate the contributions of individual generators and loads to line flows and the real power transfer among individual generators and loads that are significant to transmission open access. From the IEEE 14-bus power systems, the effectiveness and availability of the method are verified.
Introduction
In Ref. [1] , the reformation of electric power industry has gradually changed the operation and management of electric power system from the traditional vertical monopoly mode to transmission open access mode by splitting an original integrated system into three parts: generation, transmission, and distribution. Research on how to accurately determine the system usage of different market participants and fairly allocate the transmission costs and network losses among the market participants is of significant importance both in theory and to assure a secure operation of the power systems. [1] Power flow tracing method can calculate contributions of individual generators and loads to line flows, active power transfers between individual generators and loads, distributions of power losses and charges for the utilization of lines. This paper presents a new power-sharing principle of tracing the power flow base on the generation of the directed path. First of all, starting from the generator node to determine the generator to each load node that has accessed, and then according to the power-sharing principle, calculation the power of lines from generators to loads. The method was tested using IEEE 14-bus power systems. The case studies indicate that the developed technique can be applied to any power system.
Flow tracing method
In Ref. [2, 3] , the algorithm for power flow tracing calculations is organized as follows: the assumption of no loop flows is crucial for the method; line impedance loss and charging power were moved to both ends of the line equivalent to a load, the network is equivalent to lossless network. Based on the idea of Ref. [4] , put forward the following power flow tracing algorithm.
Assume that the network has s power sources and b branches the power flows through the branch k is P (k) (k=1, 2, ,b) which contains the power supply by s power sources and the quantity is P (k) g (g=1, 2, , s).
The active power P (k) of the branches in the network can be obtained from the power flow calculation. Power flow tracing in the branches are under the circumstance that the active power P (k) is known, the active power component P (k) g of each branch demand by all the power sources.
In the branch road, the power-sharing coefficient from power source of g to branch of k is:
In the node i, set the node have L i output lines, and L i input lines. Power flows out of this node with different power quantity of P (m) (m= 1, 2, , L i ).When power at this node is P il , the node in the outline m of the power component P (m)l is:
Where, P i is the total power flows through the node i, denoted by the power flows out of the branch, the power is:
According to circuit theory, these power relations between the branch and the node is not difficult to get an intuitive explanation.
generation of the directed path algorithm
Ref. [5] presented a algorithm base on the generation of the directed path, forming a point and branch matrix through the relationship between the nodes and the lines. Formed the access matrix by the point and branch matrix, and then proved that with the entry degree and the associated vertex sequence generated when there are duplicate vertices to the circuit, or to generate a path. The algorithm changes the point and branch matrix constantly, and then formed a new access matrix. At the end, all the directed circuits of the directed graph can be generated, and the directed circuit does not have a duplicate one.
Definition 1: The finite non-empty sequence = v 0 e 1 v 1 v k 1 e k v k of directed graph G= V, E were nodes and lines in turns. For 1 i k, e i is the chain from v i 1 to v i . that started with v 0 and ended with v k , the chain was a directed chain. The beginning points are the same as the finishing points, the chain was a directed closed chain. Vertices are not the same as with the access to the chain, we called it directed path. Starting and finishing points were coincided, we called it directed circuit. 
Definition 2: A directed graph G which have N vertexes, no self-loop, the existence of parallel lines connected, denoted by its point and branch matrix as V= [v ij 
Point and branch matrix V describes the relationship between the vertex and the lines in the directed graph G, and the zero-degree side of the zero-sum nature in each column.
Definition 3: point and branch matrix W as:
Where, V c = v jcic (j c =2, 3, , N i c = 1) for the V sub-column array, V r = v irjr (i r =1 j r = 2, 3, , N) for the V sub-line array.
Since the vertex v ic can be generated by W, which related to the directed path and the directed circuit, we called it path matrix. Here " " operator denoted the adjacent relationship of line sequence.
Theorem 3: The directed graph G is connected, the necessary and sufficient condition of the directed circuit is that the main channel matrix W diagonal elements were non-zero.
Corollary: If G is a directed graph, non-diagonal matrix elements of the path matrix W generated the v ir , v jc and v jr between the vertices have directed paths.
Theorem 4:
Supposed there are two directed paths 1 ( ) P ij and 2 ( ) P ij between the same two vertices in the directed graph G, if :
P 1 P 2 generates the directed circuit. The theorem above can refer to [5] . Path matrix W describes the vertex such as any v 1 which is related to the directed circuit and directed path, for the latter sequence point in the sequence vertices, if take the same approach in order to generate the directed circuits, you must modify the point and branch matrix V, consider to the vertex v 1 that related to directed circuit has been analyzed in the W, and this would remove the vertices v 1 array corresponding row and column in V. Actually ,remove the first row and first column, forming a master matrix V of V, further consideration is the impact of the matrix W by v 1 , the formation of the modified V-array, and then form a new W matrix, generate the latter vertex of v 2 that is related to the directed path. Analogy, ultimately generating all the directed circuits and directed paths of the directed graph.
Point and branch matrix modification is determined by:
is master matrix of V(K), the first row and the first column of V(K) were removed. Modify the point and branch matrix for one time, the rank of the matrix can reduce first-order. For the directed graph G which has N vertexes, a total of N 1 amendment can only generate all the directed path of the directed graph.
The main steps of the algorithm are as follows: a. According to the definition 2 form the point and branch matrix V(K), K=1; b. Application of equation (6) 
Numerical examples and results analysis
Power flow tracing of the basic steps are:
a. Power flow calculation and in accordance with the direction of the power flow forms
Search the node i of L i+ = 0, to be the eliminated node. As the node i have no inlet line, the node i total power P i in each power source and the composition of P i g is known;
c. According to the equation of (2), calculated the outlet power-sharing coefficient c (k)g of the power source to the node i; d. Transfer all the power of node i through the outlet lines to the end node j of the branch, and the inlet lines number L j+ of the corresponding node j added 1; e. For L i , the value subtract 1, denoted the node has been eliminated; f. Back to Step b to find the next node that the number of inlet line is 0, until all the nodes have been eliminated.
A 4-bus simple system Ref. [6] shows in Fig.1 , applying the proposed method, calculation of power between the generator and the load distribution process. Can see from the graph, node is power node, the power is:
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Node only correlated with , that is to say node is the inlet line of node , the power-sharing coefficient of branch1,2,3 is 1, that: 285.5
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Node has a load, so the equivalent of input power: 221.5 50 32.5 304
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The result equal to the load power. Calculate the power of the branch between the various nodes: From node to node , the power is: The calculated results in Ref. [6] , which is the same as the numerical results. Application of the proposed algorithm, IEEE 14-bus system is analyzed and calculated, the results shown in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, a power-sharing principle is proposed, base on the generation of the directed path. The proposed method can be directly applied to calculate the contributions of individual generators and loads to line flows and the real power transfer among individual generators and loads that are significant to transmission open access. The calculation process is simple and efficient. The results of the IEEE 14-bus system is given to demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed method through comparisons with other approaches.
